
ARMENIA - THE CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION 

7 DAY TOUR ITINERARY* 

 

DAY 1 

Meeting in the airport, transfer to the hotel and check-in.  

City tour in the capital of Armenia - Yerevan - one of the oldest continuously inhabited 

cities in the world and the only one, that has a "Birth Certificate"- a cuneiform inscription, 

left by King Argishti I on a basalt stone slab about the foundation of the city in 782 BC, 

displayed at the Erebuni Fortress-Museum. Yerevan is often pegged as the "Pink City" 

because of the colour of the stones used to build much of the city centre. Another name of 

Yerevan is "Open-air Museum", the reason of which you will understand upon your visit. 

           

We will start the City tour  from visiting Cascade Monument with open staircase going 500 

meters up and 50 meters wide. A panoramic view from the top of Cascade opens up a 

breathtaking city view with Opera House, Mount Ararat, Swan Lake, Republic Square and 
posh Northern Avenue,   along which you will walk down during the tour. 

Our next stop will be the Geological Museum of Yerevan - a little museum with big 

wonders, where among the most remarkable items we can find the prehistoric elephant 

skeleton discovered in Gyumri.  

After enjoying a traditional Armenian lunch  in a restaurant, we will walk to Republic 

Square, where we will visit the History Museum of Armenia. Here you will find a vast 

variety of ancient artifacts, for example the oldest known chariots in the world (2000 BC) 

found from Ltchashen village. They have 4 solid wheels each one made from three oak 

boards, an arched cover  and  seats covered by fabric. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuneiform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argishti_I_of_Urartu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erebuni_Fortress


           

Welcome dinner  to feel the taste of Traditional Armenian cuisine. Our meal will be 

punctuated by a performance of traditional Armenian music and dance, with beautifully 

costumed artists.  

   

DAY 2 

After the breakfast we will live for the village Areni - the cradle of winegrowing and 

winemaking. We will visit one of the wineries in Areni, where you can see how the wine is 

being made and kept and taste different wines.  

We will have lunch in the restaurant where we will see how the traditional Armenian 

barbeque is made in tonir (hearth).  A visit to one of the wonders of the Armenian 

architecture - Noravank Monastery, built from nearby cliff stones being in a full harmony 

with the surrounding red mountains.  

Our next stop will be the Areni-1 Cave Complex, where were discovered 6100 year-old 

wine press - the earliest proof of wine-making ever found, a sewn 5500 year-old leather 

shoe - oldest example of its kind in existence, clay pots containing the skulls of a pre-teens, 

burial sites dating back to 5000 - 4000 B.C., etc. The winery consists of fermentation vats, 

a wine press, storage jars, pottery shards. In addition to these discoveries were found grape 

seeds, remains of pressed grapes, prunes, walnuts, desiccated vines and a number of drinking 

cups. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermentation_(wine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barrel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wine_press


        

We will continue our way to Qarahunj or Zorats Qarer - a 7500-year-old observatory, and 

not only. It impresses with its appearance: on the plateau among the high mountains, about 

300 vertical megaliths rise. The stones are arranged in the form of two rings. Located in the 

centre of the ring there are 40 stones that form an ellipse. After we will head to Shaki 
waterfall to admire the astonishing beauty of waterfall and incredible natural stone 

monuments. We will have a dinner in a unique Armenian restaurant in Sisian city, very 

close to Qarahunj. Overnight in Sisian. 

DAY 3 

 

Our adventures will start after we leave the hotel for Ughtasar Mount  located on the central 

plateau of Syunik region on 3000-3300m above sea level. On the summit there’s a beautiful 

lake called Ughtasar Lake and the famous Ughtasar Petroglyph Field. Thousands of 

petroglyphs depicted on black and grey stones of volcanic origin. You can find figures of 

animals and human beings, the hunting, cult and cosmos of the primeval person, flora and 

fauna in all its richness on those stones. These petroglyphs are of great importance as they 

give us a complete picture of the primeval life including agriculture, fighting and dances. 

This is one of the most difficult places to reach, so we  will take a solid 4x4 off-roads. 

Anyway, this 5 hour trip is definitely worth the unforgettable impressions and the pure 

energy that you will inhale. 

 

     
 



After the lunch we will have a little city tour in Goris and admire the incredible Mushroom 

Cliffs and visit IV century Church St. Norakunq (meaning New Source).  We will have a 

dinner in a nice folk restaurant. Overnight in Goris. 

 

DAY 4 

 

The Armenian cave village of Khndzoresk is one of the most fascinating destinations in 

Armenia, and possibly the Caucasus as a whole with i 

ts picturesque location, rich history and many mysteries. From the ancient times till the mid 

of XX c.  up to 15 000 people were living in Khndzoresk Cave dwellings. In 2012 the 160-

metre long suspension bridge was constructed using nothing more than local labour. 

The bridge connects Old Khndzoresk with New Khndzoresk, the modern village, 

connecting Armenia’s ancient history with the present day, both literally and figuratively.  

 

         
 

We will continue our way to find one of the Jewels of Armenia - Tatev Monastery Complex 

built in IX c. as an Armenian intellectual center where philosophers, musicians, painters, 

calligraphers and monks lived. Silently floating over the surrounding mountains, Tatev 

Monastery is very impressive. The labyrinths of the narrow passages leading from spacious 

halls to other premises of unidentified purposes, the outlines of niches showing through the 

darkness, stone staircases, and arched doorways to nowhere give visitors plenty to explore. 

Standing on the edge of it takes your breath away - somewhere down below the river flows 

and crowded velvet green hills stand in silence. We will have a possibility to arrive there by 

the world's longest aerial tramway "Wings of Tatev," opened in October 2010. It was 

included in the Guinness World Records as the world's "Longest non-stop double track 

cable car." 

Before leaving for Yerevan, we will have lunch in cozy place with incredible view.  

 

 

 

 



DAY 5 

 

We will start our tour from Matenadaran, which means a "book-depository" in old 

Armenian. Indeed, Matenadaran is the pride of Armenian culture, the world's largest 

storage of ancient manuscripts. In fact, it is a scientific research institute of ancient 

manuscripts which stores more than 17 thousand ancient manuscripts and more than 100 

thousand ancient archival documents. 

After, we will head to Metsamor, which is one of the most interesting archaeological sites in 

the Caucasus. While settled and founded as a Bronze Age city, people continuously 

inhabited Metsamor through Urartian rule until the early Modern Era, making it an 

especially rich archaeological site. Besides, it was also an observatory dating back to 3500 

BC. Here we will visit Metsamor Historical-Archaeological Museum-Reserve, which has a 

collection of more than 27000 valuable artifacts discovered here. 

 

                

 

After the lunch we will continue our way to Etchmiadzin city, where we will uncover the 

amazing history of the Holy See of Etchmiadzin - the first Christian monastery in the world 

(301-303 A.D.) and the residence of the Holy Patriarch of Armenia.  

On the way to Yerevan we will visit VII c. Zvartnots Cathedral - the place of celestial 

angels. 

 

DAY 6 

 

Erebuni Museum  is located in Arin Berd Hill, a place where the Urartian Erebuni fortress 

was founded in 782 BC three decades before Rome was established. Some parts of the 

fortress were restored and remained in the outdoor part of the museum. The fortress 

presents its history, culture and one of the most important things in Armenia, the passport 

of  Yerevan city, which is a cuneiform inscription on the establishment of the town  in 782 

BC. 

https://www.ancient.eu/Bronze_Age/
https://www.ancient.eu/city/


Our next stop will be in the Lake Sevan  - "Pearl of Armenia" where we will visit 2 
Monasteries on top of  Sevan Peninsula. The largest lake in the Caucasus, it's also one of the 

largest freshwater high-altitude lakes in the world. Its colours and shades change with the 

weather and by its own mysterious processes, from dazzling azure to dark blue and 

thousand shades in between. The lake supports a healthy fish population, including the 

endangered Ishkhan (prince trout), named for a row of spots like a crown on its head. Other 

species include introduced crayfish and Sig (white fish).We will have a lunch in a restaurant 

with incredible view and have the pleasure to enjoy some tasty freshwater fish.  

 

           

Return to Yervan. 

DAY 7 

Today is a complete day of leisure. We will stroll in 2 picturesque markets in Yerevan -

Armenian food market, where you can see the variety of Armenian sun-kissed fruits and 

vegetables, assortment of dried fruits, traditional sweets, honey, basturma and salty soujukh 

(Armenian appetizers), etc. and Vernissage, where you can find the best examples  of 

Armenian exclusive handmade masterpieces of folk art - ceramics, carved wood, stone, 

embroidery, dolls,  paintings, jewelry, carpets, books, musical instruments, T-shirts, 

etc. Take a piece of Armenia with you! 

                  

 



     

After we will head to Garni - the only survived pagan temple in Transcaucasia built in the I 

century. We will have a farewell dinner and taste Armenian traditional dishes in a 

restaurant hanging on the Garni canyon with an incredible view.  

Transfer to the airport, sincere long hugs and tears with promises to meet again! 

  

* - Depending on your arrival/departure time and weather  the schedule may have some 

changes. Besides, we always take into consideration your preferences, so the itinerary can 

be customized due to it.   


	Our next stop will be the Areni-1 Cave Complex, where were discovered 6100 year-old wine press - the earliest proof of wine-making ever found, a sewn 5500 year-old leather shoe - oldest example of its kind in existence, clay pots containing the skulls...

